KUWAIT STOCK EXCHANGE
Based on Market closing as on, 06 October 2011

Interesting Technical Alerts

(603) Agility Public Warehousing Company

Last closing Price: 360

Remarks:
Pattern: Break up from the Rising Wedge
Resistance 1: 390
Support 1: 350

Note 1: The above is not a recommendation to buy or sell shares or invest nor is the data, information or conclusions necessarily accurate or assured. The readers are advised to do their own research and assessment before making any trading or investment decisions.

Note 2: The analysis, graphs and value-added information contained in this Report are the exclusive property of Orient Consulting Center - Kuwait. And by reviewing or reading the Report, the reader may not under any circumstances republish it in full or in parting any form nor may he use its contents to publicize his business or market his services or distribute it commercially or non commercially without the distinct consent of Orient Consulting Center in each and every case or time.